WHATEVER BUSINESS YOU’RE IN, THERE ARE INTEL® VISION PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR YOUR NEEDS.

Improving traffic management across smart cities
Understanding customers’ buying habits in retail environments
Enhancing quality control capabilities in factories

By 2019
40% of IOT DATA will be analyzed at or near the edge

By 2021
$11 BILLION
BY 2025
20% of NVRS will be deep learning-enabled

BY 2021
82% OF ALL IP TRAFFIC WILL BE VIDEO
More video data is collected every day, making it critical for businesses to implement robust data analysis strategies.

BY 2025
DEEP LEARNING REVENUE WILL GROW TO $34.9 BILLION from $654 MILLION
Effective data analysis can not only deliver actionable insights, but significantly improve operations—helping boost profits.

The OpenVINO™ toolkit, along with an array of high performance Intel® Vision Products, enables you to gather and analyze data right at the edge so that you can finally see your data’s full potential, putting your business at the forefront of change.

For more on how Intel® Vision Products can optimize your data, visit intel.com/visionproducts